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A KNITS DESIGN IS  
SOPHISICATED, RICH,  

ALLURING & TIMELESS.
submissions due 12/6/17 / holiday 2018

Fingers & Toes
When the temperature drops, our digits suffer. Keep the chill at 
bay with socks, mittens, gloves, and mitts. We’d especially like 
handwarming projects that can adapt to all the tasks of our daily 
lives—we need to protect our fingers when we’re texting, driving, 
or knitting (not at the same time).

HOLIDAY 2018   

Dear Designers,
Let’s face it: knitters give the gift of warmth as expressed in yarn. We want everyone in our lives to love yarn as much as we do. In the 
Holiday 2018 issue of Interweave Knits, we can make this dream a reality. Send in your accessory ideas that embrace bold yarns and 
creative stitch patterns. 

For yarns, consider luxury fibers, chunky to jumbo weights, coordinated colors, and pairings of gradient plus solid yarns. For stitches, 
explore brioche, herringbone, cables, and “Faux Isle.” 

Remember, a Knits design is one that challenges, educates, and excites the knitter, but for which the pattern is efficient and practical. 
A Knits design respects and celebrates other times, other styles, and other cultures. A Knits design is sophisticated, rich, alluring, and 
timeless.

Each issue of Interweave Knits offers a cohesive collection of designs organized around a strong narrative thread. Consider the themes 
below as prompts; let them serve as a way to get thinking. But most of all, I want to see what you’re excited about. For tips and specific 
requirements, please review the contributor and submission guidelines: www.interweave.com/knitting-submission-calls/

Samples and patterns due March 7, 2018. For further inspiration, see our moodboard: www.pinterest.com/meggospurls/interweave-
knits-holiday-2018-moodboard/. 

Thank you,
Meghan Babin, editor
meghan.babin@fwmedia.com
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Warmth at the Core
Shawls, scarves, cowls, and hats don’t just look great; they feel 
great. We love their versatility as knitting projects and as wardrobe 
essentials.  

Set Pieces
Expand your design horizons with accessory sets. Translate a cable 
motif so that it can radiate on a hat and travel the length of a scarf. 
Flip color combinations so that mittens and cowl look like sisters 
rather than twins. 

Storybook Stuffies
Sometimes we all need a friend to hug. Kids and even grown-ups 
love huggable critters and fantastical creatures—especially toys 
inspired by childhood stories. Revisit your inner child and let your 
imagination run wild. 


